
Welcome to your Monarch  
Nappy Trial Bundle! 
We’ve included all our best-selling nappies so you can try  
out the different styles and see what works best for you!
In your Trial Bundle, you will find: 

This nappy comes with 4x absorbent inserts: 
•  1x 5-layer Hemp-Cotton insert (the cream-coloured one)
•  1x 5-layer Bamboo Terry insert (the blue-edged one)
•  2x 3-layer Bamboo Terry inserts (the ones with a snap in 

the middle)

•  This nappy has a wipeable lining so you can easily reuse 
the shell for multiple nappy changes. Simply take out the 
soiled insert, wipe down the water-resistant inner with a 
wet wipe, and then snap / tuck in a clean insert. 

•  You can also just use the shell on its own (no inserts) as  
a swim nappy! 

Here’s a few different ways you can customise the 
absorbency of an Ultimate Nappy:

This nappy comes with 2x absorbent inserts:
•  1x 5-layer Hemp-Cotton insert (the cream-coloured one)
•  1x 5-layer Bamboo Terry insert (the white-coloured one)

•  This nappy comes with a athletic-wicking jersey lining  
(like the material used for basketball shorts), which is a stay-
dry material, keeping your baby’s bum, dry and comfortable. 

•  You can snap the inserts in on top of the lining, stuff them 
into the pocket, or just lay them into the nappy. 

Here’s a few different ways you can customise the 
absorbency of a Classic Nappy: 

Can’t decide between Snap or Hook & Loop closure?  
With the Beginner nappy, you can trial both and see what 
suits you best!

This nappy comes with 2x absorbent inserts:
•  1x 4-layer Bamboo Terry (more absorbent)
•  1x 4-layer Bamboo-Microfibre insert (quicker to absorb)

The Beginner Nappy is similar 

•  This nappy comes with a suede-cloth lining which is also 
a stay-dry material, keeping your baby’s bum, dry and 
comfortable. 

•  You can snap the inserts in on top of the lining, stuff them 
into the pocket, or just lay them into the nappy. 

1x Ultimate Nappy – fits: 4-20kg

1x Classic Nappy – fits: 3-17kg

1x Beginner Nappy – fits: 3-17kg



A “fitted” nappy is one that is absorbent all-over, usually used 
at night (as it is very absorbent) and designed to be used 
with a water-resistant cover. Our “Hybrid” nappy therefore 
combines the best of both worlds – it is absorbent all-over, 
but without the need for a separate cover. 

This nappy was designed for the heavy wetters out there!  
It comes with a: 
•  built-in core of 4-layers of absorbent Bamboo Terry; and
•  a water-resistant outer - you can add as many or as few 

inserts as you like!

The leg-elastics are designed to be gentle and 
accommodating of bulk (because a night nappy can get 
bulky). The frills don’t have to be tucked in, and it will not leak 
as long as you have enough absorbency in the nappy. 

Here’s a few different ways you can customise the 
absorbency of a Hybrid Fitted Nappy (using the Classic and 
Ultimate inserts as reference): 

The Pull-Up nappy can be worn with or without inserts. It is 
designed to be used for (1) Children that won’t lie still (snap 
one side, child steps in, snap the other side while they stand), 
or (2) Training Pants (for small accidents). 

The nappy comes with an absorbent core (3-layers of 
bamboo terry, 1-layer of microfibre for quick absorbency) 
along with a pocket option so you can stuff as many or as 
little inserts as you want. 

Note: Stuffing the nappy with inserts will make it more 
difficult to “pull-up”. If using as Training Pants, we recommend 
using without inserts, or only very thin inserts (like our 
Ultimate “Nap” insert). 

This nappy comes with 2x absorbent inserts: 

•  1x 5-layer Hemp-Cotton insert (the cream hourglass one); 
and

•  1x 5-layer Bamboo Terry insert (the white rectangle one)

This nappy has a wipeable lining so you can easily reuse the 
shell for multiple nappy changes. Simply take out the soiled 
insert, wipe down the water-resistant inner with a wet wipe, 
and then snap / tuck in a clean insert. 

You can also just use the shell on its own (no inserts) as a 
swim nappy!

1x Hybrid “Fitted” Nappy V2.0 – OSFM: 3-17kg / LOSFM:10-25kg

1x Pull-Up Nappy V2.0 (Option 1) - OSFM: 3-17kg / LOSFM: 10-25kg

1x Newborn Nappy (Option 2) – fits:2-8kg
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